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While still an open investigation,
progress has been made in determining the fate of the six 1FC
fraternities whose new member
initiation process was suspended
on Feb. 13. As of March 2, four
of the six fraternities have had
their new member privileges
reinstated. The status of the
remaining two fraternities, Alpha
Sigma Phi and Tau Kappa
Epsilon, is to be determined
after their upcoming panel
reviews.
Nothing is assured, but
Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs Dr. Laura Bayless is confident that Alpha Sigma Phi will
be able to initiate new members
soon, stating, "I fully expect
Alpha Sigma Phi to be reinstated.,"Bayless said.
Tau Kappa Epsilon, the only
other fraternity waiting for reinstatement, was the subject of

rumors stating that they planned
on voluntarily removing their
charter so that they could move
off
campus.
However,
Wednesday afternoon Tau Kappa
Epsilon submitted the necessary
paperwork for their panel review,
debunking any notion of relocation.
The process used by the
administration to configure their
final rulings of each fraternity
was driven by police assistance in
both research and interviews.
Chief of Police Charles Lowe
described
the Departments
approach to the investigation as a
"cautious route to ensure that
people see we are being objective." Once the final report is
approved "we will turn it over to
Student Affairs, and they will
determine if there are any policy
violations."
While determination of any
fraternity deviation from school
policy rests in the administrations
hands, Lowe states, "We do have

to determine if the elements of a
crime are there, but we haven't
found anything of that nature."
There is a criminal statute for
hazing in Virginia, albeit a much
more conservative one than
Longwood's broad definition of
hazing which some believe borders on John Kerry-level liberalism in its number of listed infractions.
Section 18.2-56 of Virginia
law states: "It shall be unlawful to
haze so as to cause bodily injury,
to any student at any school, college or university."
Bayless believes that, "most
fraternities have shared some of
their new member initiation
processes with us and have been
fairly honest about what they
need to change and what they
want to replace it with."
On the advice of National
advisors, Sigma Phi Epsilon
President, Jake Krekorian, made
a concerted effort to accommodate the administration's investi-

gation of their pledge process and
in evaluating problematic areas
within their organization. "We
found problems in our chapter
and we've done, to the best of our
abilities, what we can to fix them."
Bayless claims that the "suspension of the new member
process is about the present and
future more so than the past."
With Sigma Phi Epsilon already
on
probation
until
2007,
Krekorian believes the ordeal has
given his chapter a chance to
show the administration that
"...we are changing and evolving,
it is for the good."
In what Olivia Acosta, Director
of Fraternity and Sorority IJfe
since 2001 proclaimed to be,
"...by far the most challenging
situation I've been in," the past
couple weeks have provided a
much-needed buffer period,
allowing tensions on both sides to
cool.
See PLEDGING pg.4

The Longwood Show: Satire Comes to Campus
Dan Steele
Staff Writer

Auditions will be held on March
7, 8, and 9 for "The Longwood
Show," a web-video broadcast
based upon the style of Comedy
Central's "The Daily Show,"
scheduled to begin running next
year.
According to Director of Web
Communications, Dave Hooper,
"The Longwood Show" project
will be a campus-oriented news
and entertainment program.
This will be designed to offer
students hand-on experience in
broadcasting, script writing and
film production.
It will also give prospective students a glimpse of what life oncampus is like at Longwood
University.
A full season of the show will
be one semester long, with three
episodes run per semester.
Participation in 'The Longwood
Show" will be offered as an
internship
with
the

Communication
Studies
Department.
There will be a single host or
anchor and four field reporters, all
providing some commentary on
the programs stories. There will
also be two script writers responsible for handling the hosts'
commentary and two technical directors who will manage shoots and be responsible for some editing.
Including the four camera
operators, all 13 positions
will be entirely filled by students.
"The entire project is still
in its planning, or pre-production, stages but there is
great hope that The Longwood
Show' will be successful enough
to be added to the campus television stations," says Hooper.
Events covered by each
episode will be chosen by the
Longwood Show Committee and
will be fairly specific.
However, there is the possibili-

ty that coverage will eventually between what we're trying to do
become more generalized and with this and what people have
open to student suggestions, as seen on TV," said Hooper.
well as the possibility of allowing
'There's going to be no video,
high-profile guests such as facul- no planned dramatizing of situaty and outstanding students.
tions." Every two weeks, the stu"The Longwood Show" is not dents will submit a journal and
photos to be posted on the
Longwood website and students will follow along as
the semester-long season
progresses.
Auditions for "The
Longwood Show" will be
open not only to those
majoring
in
Communication Studies,
but also to Creative
Writing, English, Art and
the only program being planned Photography and Theatre stufor the campus. Hooper revealed dents.
that a second show, "Longwood
As of Friday, Feb. 25, only 18 to
Real-Life," is in the works.
20 people had signed up for audiThe show is very loosely based tions. Those interested can sign up
upon MTVs "The Real World," a
t
and will follow the lives of five www.longwood.edu/news/events
students during a semester.
/thelongwoodshow/ by Sunday,
"There is a big difference March 6th.
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Words From Trie Editor: Is Cormier Selling Our Souls To ESPN?
Of course there is the positive
me thinking. Do most students
aspect
for the Admissions Office.
feel that the move to Division 1
Tides such as Division I are big
was purely cosmetic?
Is it the general consensus attention-getters to high school
that we look like idiots when seniors.
And then there is the recruitour sports teams go to play
ment advantages to being a
Division 1 schools?
With the argument looming Division I institution.
But what about the rest of us
after my last class of the week,
who
are also paying for this expenI turned it over in my head
sive
transition? Where do we fit
numerous times over the weekend, and the only conclusion into this whole scheme?
The rugby teams who are losing
that 1 can reach is that there is
their playing field or the non-athno concrete answer.
Either way you look at it, cer- letic students who feel they are
tain groups are gaining while
others are losing.
Division 1 can be a great transition for many athletic teams on
I.ongwood's campus. Stronger
Dear Editor,
competition and travel opportunities are just a few of the perks
American Sign language (ASL)
to being a Division I institution.
has gained widespread popularity
The exposure that these athamong college students in the last
letes receive due to the Division
decade.
I upgrade is undeniably excelIn fact, the Modern language
lent.
Association reports that ASL is the
fastest growing language among
university students.
The number of people learning
ASL now stands at 60,781, up an
eye-popping 432 percent since
Phone: 434-395-2120 1998.
Box 2901
Alanna Eddy, a Longwood stuFax: 434-395-2237
Longwood University
dent who recendy completed a
rotunda@longwood.edu
Farmville.VA 23909
project on ASL for ENGL 400,
informed me last semester that
ASL is now accepted as a foreign
language at 147 colleges and uniBobbi Thibo
Editor-in-Chief
versities throughout the country,
Leslie Smith
Asst. Editor
including Stanford and Yale.
Stacey Kluttz
PR Manager
With such an outpouring of
Eddie Truslow
PR Manager
support for ASL, some students
Tanner Keith
Opinion Editor
Janet Jones have asked why Longwood does
Arts/Entertainment Editor
not accept ASL as a foreign lanAmanda Segni
Features Editor
Patrick Sullivan guage to satisfy' Goal 10 of the
Sports Editor
Ellie Woodruff general education requirements.
Cartoonist
There are at least two reasons
Lucinda Sinclair
Faculty Advisor
why ASL, a perfecdy legitimate
language worthy of sustained
study, does not satisfy Longwood's
foreign language requirements.
The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pubThe first is that ASL, as its name
lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
implies, is not a foreign language.
periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmm/le Herald, Farmville,
While it is true that ASL is
VA.
derived
from French Sign
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
Language,
ASL
nonetheless
be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pub
expresses American ideas and
lication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and
American culture; it does not
telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not
require American students to conappear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are
template foreign histories, politics,
subject to editing.
civilizations, or literatures.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
ASL does, of course, ask its stulooking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We curdents to examine American deaf
rendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to
culture, a subculture that remains
come to our meetings, on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM.
"foreign"
to most hearing
Americans.

The other
day I was sitting in class,
and we were
discussing
the alwayshot topic of
l.ongwood's move to Division I.
During our discussion, we
were exploring the move and the
current standings of our athletic
teams.
After a negative rehash of our
current standings, one student
mentioned that he had some
information he had come across.
Supposedly, President Cormier
had been quoted as stating that
when she watched ESPN she
wanted to see Longwood at the
bottom ticker.
This statement sparked a comment from a fellow classmate
that, "Dr. Cormier is selling our
souls to ESPN to make us look
like idiots." That statement got
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paying to gain nothing?
Is it these students who
believe that our souls are being
sold, or is it a mixture of all the
students?
Is the move to Division I an
attempt to better the entire
institution or are we really
being sold out for superficial
reasons?
I have to admit, although
this topic didn't have a lot to do
with our English discussion
that day, it was probably one of
the most thought-provoking

Letters to tke Editor
But ASL does not, by itself,
express ideas that are foreign to
Americans, and it cannot be used
to communicate with people who
are not American.
Sign language, in other words, is
not a universal language; students
of ASL cannot automatically communicate
with,
say,
deaf
Colombians or deaf Austrians.
There is no foreign element to
learning ASL.
This is important, because
learning a foreign language necessarily requires a student to appreciate and respect non-American
cultures.
ASL does not ask this of its students. If I'm signing to a deaf
American, for instance, and I use
the expression "9/11," my
American friend will instantly
know what I'm talking about.
I won't need to explain that
"9/11" stands for September 11th,
or that the expression "9/11"
refers to so much more than any
ordinary September 11th.
Because my friend and I are
both American, I don't have to
explain that in the United States
dates are actually written backward.
A student of ASL doesn't need
to know that, in the rest of the
world, "9/11" doesn't mean
September 11th, but November
9th.
Similarly, if, while speaking to a
hearing friend from Senegal, I
translate "9/11" as "neuf/onze,"
my friend may not have any idea
what I'm talking about, or will
understand what I mean only
because she is in tune with my culture.
If our conversation is successful, it is only because she knows

statements I had heard all week.
To be honest, I had never given
the Division I move much
thought at all, but now I have to
wonder, could it be true? Is
Cormier selling our souls to
ESPN?

Bobbi Thibo
Editor-in-Chief

something about me, not because
I know something about her.
One reason why ASL does not
satisfy Goal 10 is because the language a student of ASL learns is
not a foreign language.
In an ASL class, the students
may learn new ways to express
American words and ideas, but
they are not learning and expressing non-American ideas.
A second reason ASL is not
accepted at Longwood as a foreign language is that students of
ASL do not practice all the communicative skills that foreign language students do.
ASL is a language that is both
spoken and heard.
But it is not written or read,
because ASL speakers read and
write American English.
Students of ASL do not read
passages in ASL, or learn to write
business letters and short essays,
the way students of a modern
foreign language do.
In my French classes, students
learn not only vocabulary words
and grammar, but also how to
form a good thesis statement,
how to structure an essay, how to
analyze a film, and how to read a
poem.
This does not happen in an
ASL classroom because ASL
speakers can communicate only
in real time and only with people
they can see.
ASL speakers do not use ASL
to write a letter to the editor, to
apply for a job on-line, to make
hotel reservations, or to read an
important cultural document,
such as the Declaration of
Independence.
Students of French, however,
can write a letter to the editor in
their new language.
See ASL p. 2
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ARAMARK Leniant on Employee Policies
Trudy Berry
Guest Writer
What work ethic is Longwood,
especially ARAMARK, teaching
our young adult students?
This is not a guessing game: I'll
tell you.
Have you ever heard that there
are those willing to work and
those willing to let them? That is
what ARAMARK managers and
supervisors are instilling in our
young adult employees.
They imply the idea of, "don't
do any work as long as there are
others who will do it." I worked
the morning shift in Java City last
semester. Countless mornings I
came in to find my station not

only unprepared, but also dirtyin violation of state health
department regulations.
I began working the evening
shift in Java City last week and
finally confirmed why my, and
others', stations were dirty in the
morning.
There were young adult student employees standing around
doing nothing, chatting amongst
themselves, pretending to be
busy with cleaning bucket and
towel in hand as they stood at
their friends' tables jawin' with
them.
I watched as they walked on,
and over, trash rather than pick
it up and put it in the trash can.
I watched one worker as he

talked on his cell phone, rather
than fill the obviously empty napkin holders.
I heard two yell from across the
room, "we'll take cards over here,"
rather than walk over to the other
register and serve customers.
And they were shocked when I
asked them to help us with a couple tasks!
I don't know if they've ever
caught Dobie Gillis in reruns, but
they are the perfect Maynard G.
Krebs, "Work?!"
Another reason tasks are not
accomplished by the evening shift:
management wants doors locked
and employees out by midnight.
See ARAMARK p. 4

Pledge Process Suspension Found To Be Unjust
Brandon Terpolilli
Guest Writer

At the meeting on Tuesday, the
Student Government Association
felt compelled to defend the
rights of the student body as a
whole and to stand up in
response to the Administration's
suspension of the campus fraternities' pledge process.
Secretary Kristen Casalenuovo
opened discussion by motioning
that, "As the Administration's
suspension of the fraternities'
pledge process violates the students' right to Due Process, the
student body shall not recognize
it as valid."
The reasoning behind this was
that the Student Handbook outlines the procedures for handling
ASL cont'd p. 1
They can visit internet sites
written in a language other than
English. They study ideas written
over 500 years ago, and discuss
civilizations as widespread as
Europe, West Africa, Tahiti and
the Caribbean.
There is very little permanence
to ASL conversations, whereas
conversations in French, because
they can be written down, stored

reported hazing incidents in the Office of Fraternity and Sorority
Hazing Policy, basically that if Life, but it had never been
hazing is alleged, the students enforced, nor has any specific kind
involved are charged, and if they of punishment ever been part of
these policies prior
are
found
The Administration's deciresponsible, it sion to suspend the pledge to this situation.
Pierson stated
is then that process was poorly commuthey will be nicated at best and hasty that this punishpunished.
ment was impleand impulsive at worst.
Dr. Richard
mented in the
Chassey and Dr. Tim Pierson spirit of being an "educational"
were present to respond to this experience and that, therefore, the
accusation.
principle of due process was not
Chassey stated that the pledge involved.
Whatever language is chosen to
process could be a penalty at any
time if paperwork outlining the describe the situation, it ultimately
new member pledge process had has punished all fraternities for the
not been turned in by a fraterni- behavior of some and had a brutal
effect on the reputation and the
tyIt is true that this is a policy morale of the fraternities.
for fraternities set forth by the
The "educational" label tiptoes
around
this fact. Using this "educaand read, can influence diverse
tional"
logic, the administration
generations and diverse populawould
be
able to eliminate all due
tions. To be clear, ASL is a valuprocess
by
simply renaming their
able language, and one worth
punishments
to "educations."
studying.
The fraternities wanted simple
But because it is an American
questions
to simple answers and
language, and because it does
were
willing
to do what the adminnot teach its students to become
istration
wanted
of them in order
better readers and writers, it
to
reinstate
the
pledge
process.
should not take the place of a
Goal 10 language at Longwood.
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone
to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu
Elfips;
+ To finally having the day off for snow.
+ To Sunchase giving out free hotdogs and
drinks at baseball games.
+ To clean clothes.
+ To baseball for already having more wins
than every other men's sport combined.
Drops:
- To salt all over the cars.
- To snow falling off of Grainger.
- To people who run around in the hall
screaming that school was closed on Tuesday for
sure (It wasn't.)

Speak Out
What significance does
The Rotunda re-opening
have for uou?
I'm excited about the reopening of The Rotunda
because it's a Longwood
landmark with tradition.
-Tiffany Graves
Senior
I think it signifies more pride
in Longwood because it s our
symbol.
-AJ. Kay
Sophomore
My sorority, Tri-Sigma
was founded there, so
the history is very important to me.
-Sarrah Preston
Freshman
The re-opening marks the
culmination of several
years' work at restoring the
campus as a whole.

v

-Brent Dunn
Senior

See HAZING p. 4
-Dr. Wade Edwards

AU pictures bfWdlTmm
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HAZING cont'd p. 2
In regards to their "educational
process," the administration
failed to. give clear and succinct
directions for the reinstatement
of the pledge process and lifting
of the suspension of activities.
Herein lies the problem.
The administration's decision
to suspend the pledge process
was poorly communicated at best
and hasty and impulsive at worst.
Had the administration more
carefully planned their behavior,
they would have been able to
answer these questions.
Hazing is an issue that
deserves scrutinizing.
There are no doubts about
that.
The administration's hazing
initiative is a noble cause, but it
needs to go through the proper
channels by applying previously

written down punishments
toward only those who have broken the rules.
Making hasty decisions and
"educating" everyone is not the
way to address the problem. It is
difficult to make any significant
changes with such a severe lack
of planning.
Many SGA members felt that
the situation could have been
addressed in a better way, and
that it should have been
addressed by the administration
a long time ago if it was such a
serious problem.
While the administration is
quick to point the finger at the
fraternities, maybe it's time they
took accountability for their own
shortcomings and chose to
invite more feedback from students before they punish groups
of us in such a dramatic and
hurtful fashion.

There were some positive outcomes of the SGA meeting
Tuesday.
One was that the fraternities
were finally allowed to express
their feelings on the matter
before representatives of the student body.
They fully support the hazing
initiative, but they have serious
doubts about the handling of it.
The SGA was also able to investigate this particular situation in
which the violation of student
rights was called into question.
The Administration was finally
confronted with concerns regarding their actions and Dr. Pierson
and Dr. Chassey kindly answered
questions posed by the SGA and
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the fraternity members.
In the end, the original motion
was passed; indicating that the
SGA thinks that the pledge
process suspension was unjust
and that the Administration
should consider their actions
more thoroughly in the future
with regards to such serious matters in which student rights are
held delicately in the balance.

PLEDGING cont'd pg.l
However, some residual
resentment lingers among many
fraternity members.
Steve Frazier of Alpha Sigma
Phi believes trfat the actions
taken by the administration
"changes the way the Greek sys-

tern looks at the school. It seems
like they don't want to help us,
just change us to how they want
us to be; not the way we have
been for 25 years."
Final resolution is soon to
come and the current oudook on
the fate of the fraternities is positive. Bayless believes that despite
the drama the investigation has
caused some positives to come
from it.
Although the administration
might have appeared to play the
role of Medea, it appears her children might live after all, leaving
what could have been a Greek
tragedy with an ending happier
than "My Big Fat Greek
Wedding."

ARAMARK cont'd p. 2

team, that there is no day shift
and night shift.
Well, the night half of the
They begin shut-down at
11:00 p.m. by putting up chairs
team is seriously laying down on
and running the vacuum around
the job.
I can't believe that 1 am so old
customers.
that the work ethic has come to
As a customer, I hate that!
What doesn't get done by midthis.
If young adults and supervinight is left for the morning shift.
sors get paid not to work . . .
How do they justify that when
make me a supervisor!
they state they are open for busiMy supervisor told me in my
ness until midnight!-!
I have to shut down Java City
evaluation that I had to learn to
better communicate.
at 11:45 p.m. in order to take
down all my equipment, run
They leave a "comment
book" at each station so we can
them through the dishwasher,
and set them back up.
inform previous and following
employees what is lacking, yet
And heaven forbid that no one
when I comment what wasn't
should show up to work Java
City: they close early, because
accomplished the night before,
my comment book mysteriously
what supervisor wants to run it
disappears. 1 follow protocol, I
and clean it?
()r, because they are under . repeatedly ask, tell, plead, and
staffed, what supervisor has the
then finally threaten my supervitime? I experienced the same sitsor to resign over what is wrong,
uation as a Computer Lab
and my needs still go ignored.
Assistant.
I am not alone. Other
employees quit expressing their
The last shift did not clean the
lab, leaving it for me to clean
needs because they, too, were
ignored by management.
when 1 opened at 7:30 a.m. One
student supervisor told me, "I
Why are the slackers rewarded
don't get paid to clean the labs."
with a paycheck and those of us
This may or may not have
who work asked to do even
been the same student supervisor
more work?!
who was at home, off-campus,
Morale is low, but we continand in the shower, instead of on
ue to serve the customer with a
smile. So here I am again, forced
duty as required, when ^he got a
call for help; she therefore called
to resort to The Rotunda to send
me to do her job for her.
my voice out there to others
In both cases, the "team" spirwho suffer the same.
And I ask: how are we going
it is lacking.
to change this for the better?
ARAMARK touts they are a

TSUNAMI BENEFIT CONCERT
Thursday, March 3,2005 - 10pm

Zildgens [formerly Lighthouse)

ZILDGENSj

ZILDGENS

Featuring: Juneus; SHYDRIVE; and Spaceheaters
$5 Donation to the American Red Cross - 21+
Sponsored by: Phi Gamma Delta a Alpha Gamma Delta

News
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Construction Update: Ruf{net Rededication Ceremonu and Re^opening
Dan Steele
Staff Writer
The
rededication
of
Ruffner will be held on
Saturday, April 23, 2005. It
has been nearly four years
to the day since the building was consumed in
flames on April 24, 2001.
The buildings are almost
identical, except for a few
alterations. "The biggest
change is the addition of a
basement," says Public
Relations spokesman Kent
Booty.
"The original Ruffner
was only three stories, but
the addition of the basement allows for more class-

rooms and office space."
To the delight of the
student
returning
to
Longwood in the Fall
semester of 2005, the
History, Political Science
and
Philosophy
Department, along with
the
Sociology
and
Anthropology
Department, as well as the
Psychology Departments
will have vacated Wynne
and moved into the new
Ruffner.
Math and Computer
Science will also move,
leaving vacant space in
Hiner.
Along with the four academic departments, the

offices of the .^--j^
Vice-President of
Academic Affairs
and the Dean of
the College of
Arts and Sciences
will also find a
future home in the
22 classrooms, 63
faculty offices and
28 administrative
offices.
The reconstruction of Ruffner
had an overall cost
of SI7.9 million
dollars and began
in December 2002
by
English
Construction
Company.

-^mm

From upper right,
wise:
A view down from the third
floor of Ruffner.
A look at the paintings on
the inside of the dome.
Be prepared to walk down
the new front hallway of the
Ruffner building upon completion.
All photon ore courtctly oj Kent Booty in tthe Public Relations

Furtker Independence lor Virginia's Public Colleges
Kristen Taylor
Staff Writer

Long before there was a Charleys
Check List, the Timpone Test
Kitchen began. This very special man
ate Banana nut, poppyseed, and
chocolate chip pancakes (yuck!) with
a smile and a wink saying keep up
the good work. God only knows how
many burnt cookies (that were probably raw in the middle) my Dad ate
so 1 could become the baker I am
today. Mom was a wonderful cook
and teacher, but someone had to test

/6iADLEYS\
#■1)11 1
Cjiujl Dining Pnvite Pjrtle!
Catering

ANNE SIMBOLI
nstrrcim

(«4) 392-1566
201 8 Mill Street
Farmville. Virginia 25901

the mess!
Wishing my best friend and Dad a very Happy 74th
Birthday!
You Rock, Daddy Boy!!
I thank you, and so does everyone who has ever enjoyed
Charleys' desserts! I love you, Dad!!

Twin bills introduced to the
Virginia General Assembly on
January 21, 2005, were proposed
in effort to give Virginia's sixteen
public colleges and universities
further independence from the
government.
These autonomy bills, now
known as restructure bills, were
recendy passed.
The bill that began in the
Senate was passed by the House
on February 21, 2005; the House
bill was passed in the Senate on
February 22, 2005.
Under these bills pending
Virginia
Governor
Mark
Warner's approval, pubic colleges
and universities will be granted
some independence from the
government.

Schools will be allowed to set
their own tuition rates; other decisions, such as faculty and staff
pay, retirement funds, construction, and bonds, would also be
made by the schools.
However, there are provisions
in the bills that require that
tuition continue to be affordable
and that the schools remain
accessible to students and
prospective students.
Supporters of the restructure
bills promise that they will cut
down on red tape construction
around campuses and project university expansion plans.
Of the three levels with which
the bill classifies schools- level
one, level two, and AA-,
Longwood University qualifies
for level one, as all Virginia public
colleges do.
Qualifications for level one

include but are not limited to:
maintenance of high academic
standards; affordable tuition;
active participation in the state
economy's advancement; a sixyear plan for enrollment, finances,
and academics; and a wide range
of student programs with institutional mission.
Qualifying for the first level
allows Longwood, among other
things: exclusion from reporting
purchases to the Secretary of
Education; to sell unused property and keep its proceeds; pay classified employees in part with
exclusive funds; a required forwarding of monies at the end of
each fiscal year; and take part in
operating leases.
Governor Warner has until
March 30 to amend or sign the
restructure bills - House Bill 2866
and Senate Bill 1327.

Calendar
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For tkeWeek of Marck 4-10
Ttideif the 4th

Saturday the 5th Tuaiday the 8th

LP Movie: Finding
Neverland
7:30 p.m.
ABC Rooms
Comedian: Vidur
Kapur
10 p.m.
I^ankford Ballroom

Founder's Day!
Mozart's Requiem
7:30 p.m.
Farmville United
Methodist Church
Longwood Women's
Rughy vs. Radford
11 a.m.

Longwood Wind
Symphony
7:30 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium
Women's History
Month: Fearsome
Foursome
8 p.m.
Lankibrd Ballroom

Wednesday the 9th

"Thursday the I Oth

Simkins Lecture: BlackWliite Intimacy in Prince
Edward County Before the
Civil War
7:30 p.m.
Wygal Auditorium

Baseball vs. Old
Dominion
2:30 p.m.
Lancer Stadium

President's Field
TCk\ c.rlf>e£>, t«A«-

[e^vvj?J

YA.1.1 . IV
/ ;;; /

IP: Tres Vidas - Core
Ejisemble
8 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

program al><
I he men <>' I \ A
March 7. 200.1 al 7 p.m.

1

in tin- Halliooiii

Mathematics & Computer Science
Colloquium: Dr. Robert Harger
High Point University
Reception: 3:30 - 4:00 p.m. - Hiner 108
Presentation: 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. - Hiner 107
:lay for Life repre- 1
cancer will never
r will be
ill be elimi-

sents
be fo
supp
nated," www.cancer.org.

This year, Relay for Life will take place here at
Longwood Urtiversi
1 8-9, '. 2005. Teams from j
both
and raise mom
cure for cancer
and to raise an
mention and
treat p.
up to
!

Upcoming Wcrkshcps &
Presentations:
Career Corner
Workshops
3/3 - 3pm - Resume & Cover Letter Writing - Career Center
3/5 - 5pm - How to Ace Your Interview - Career Center

Recruiters Cprrdpg To Campus
3/3 - Dining Hall Lobby -10 a.m.-l p.m. - Virginia State Police
3/7 - Dining Hall Lobby -11 a.m.-3 p.m - Walt Disney World

<>ngwqod

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/ Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com

The following companies are currently accepting resumes
through LancerTRAK:
Ferguson
-The Roanoke Times
Keiter, Stephens, Hurst,
Gary & Shreaves
Auditor of Public Accounts
APEX Systems, Inc.
NVR Ryan Homes

■ Camp Virginia Jaycee
• Enterprise Rent A Car
Walt Disney World
•CGI-AMS
YMCA Camp Silver Beach
•Walgreens

Do people come to

di
and

t to make a
ampus
immunity?

are now accj

3/7 - Hiner 212 - 5-7 p.m. - Information Session for Walt
Disney World

ic

March 3rd
Target Interviews
10 am - 2 pm
Hiner 102 &
Covner202

March 10th
FBLA-Mock
Interviews
2:30 pin
Hiner 203

March 29th
Walgreens
Internship Seminar
3:30 pm
Hiner 207

College of Business Events
Dates and Times

itions

mester.
H interested,
tie
Helper office in
Student Union
just entail
PHelpers@longwood.e«
for more information!

^__
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those before us ha\c challenged us to seize the day. M'e at
I hr Kiiitiiul.i nou challenge \ou in »'<» i'»• same . Capture an
instance in \our life, using around <<><'
has
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Rotunda

</

Ujelong
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Early Hunacxn Roody?Tps~...

Cetppe den*
I hadn't seen her since Freshman year. We both
tried to avoid eye contact, but in the end, both
efforts were thwarted by an akward curiosity.
What had she done these past semesters? I heard
she had dropped Spanish. Didn't really like the
teacher. I m glad I got French out of the way first
semester.
We both murmured a simultanious. Hello, how
are you?
There was no response. We both kept walking - I
continued toward the Post Office, as she went into
the Dining Hall.
Maybe I'll run into her at another one of Jake's
parties.

I'm nc+
Oon+ make rv\t

Passage to India

pokioa you,
LODIC-

ARock'

t^rL^K

Jj^/V.'

%

Chris Tobc\

Book Review: A

s s.

Local Music Talent:
ARXSSAGE Grassroots Singer
TO INDIA
Laura Wortman
E.M. FORSTER

MCWA MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
*• vrmm i xmiMsiA nenxm

Janet Jones
A &E Entertainment
In 1924, E.M Forster wrote the

ll'HnKWIIH
MMMUIJ VSIII*

Kristina Johnson
Staff Writer

novel A Passage to India to address
social issues in 20th century
Britain,.

i IMI BUE
i
While this story was first rpubIn 1924, E.M Forster wrote the,.
'
. . n
...
lished almost 85 years ago, it is
. novel A Passage to India to
',
,
,,
...
„„ . now relevant because these probaddress social issues in 20th,
,
, , ,
„ .
lems have still not been absolved,
century Britain.
,v„i
i.
in lt^dia or the rest of the world.
c
While this story was first
.
......
„.
The social problems primarily
published almost 85 years aeo,
,
, .
,
,
.
,
,
explored in the novel are
it is now relevant because these, r .
,,.
.
...
,
hypoensy of religion and division
problems have still not been
°
absolved, in India or the rest of
'
...
A Passage
& to India exhibits a
the world.
,
„_
• ,
i,
•
• three- part movement. >
The social problems pnman. .
.
iju
i
This is presented by separating
ly explored in the novel are
.
, .
. , .
.
r M_!
ii- the novel into a thesis, antithesis
hvpoensy of religion and divi- ,
, ,
.
,
and synthesis,
sion of race.
'
.
, .
. n
, , ,.
....
The first section, and thesis of
A Passage to India exhibits a
, • • ,
,
the novel, is tide Mosque,
three- part movement.
.
,
_,. .
,,
This introduces the reader to
This is presented by separat- ,
,
...
.
. .
. . the characters who are living in
ing the novel into a thesis,
. .
°
.,
,
,
India, their motivations and
antithesis and synthesis.
The first section, and thesis _ ..
, t ,.
, ,
. . ., „,,
„
within the Indians, there are
ot the novel, is title Mosque.
„,.
,
,
,
those who are Muslim, Hindu,
This introduces the reader to
. .
,
,
,
„ .
hate the British and those who try
the characters who are living in
,
. . ,
'
, ,.
, .
, to accept
r the Bntish.
India, their motivations and
, ..,
There are also Bntish citizens
__ ,..,..
.
who are residing
in India, trying
Within the Indians, there are
, .
, 6 .
' 6
,
,
., ..
.... to colonize the natives.
those who are Muslim, Hindu,
i_
i_ n • ■ u
J i_
L
They have grown somewhat
hate the Bntish and those who
'
...
, „ • • ,
accustomed to their current way
try to accept the Bntish.
,
,
'■
_,
, „ . . , . .
of life, but when their family and
There are also Bntish citizens
*
,
... . . ,.
friends visit, the cunosity inside
who are residing in India, trying , ,
. /
, , .
....
of these visitors leads into a movto colonize the natives.
,
_,
,
, ing and devastating rplot.
They have grown somewhat ,.„, .,'
,
°. , ,
,
, .
While the Bnush cannot
accustomed to their current way
of life, but when their family and

acknowledge these traits within
themselves, many of them encompass the thoughts and learned
behavior of racism, superiority
and judging others by their gender
and class.
By the end of the first part of
the novel, many attempts have
been make to bridge the gap
between the characters, with the
use of religion and social gatherings.
The ending of the thesis leaves
the reader feeling hopeful that the
British and Indians can co-exist
together peacefully.
When you turn the page, you
will enter into the antithesis.
This opens with the planning of
a trip to the Marabar caves.
The British visitors do not want
to be fooled into seeing only the
facade of the countryside; they
want to explore the "real" India.
While in the caves two of the
women undergo internal transfor-

Laura Wortman, a junior at
Longwood University, sang locally
at Wing Shak last Wednesday
night.
Unfortunately, a series of
events such as trivia night, the lack
of a microphone and banter from
the men's rugby team posed a
problem for sound.
Wortman, who is barely fivefeet tall, stood atop a chair with
her guitar and sang sweet grassroots music against a background
of sports paraphanalia.
Despite this rude background
noise, Wortman's loyal fans quieted the .crowd and gathered around
their favorite singer, who continued.
After her first set, she contemplated stepping down from her
chair, but her highly influental fans
begged for more.
Her harmonious voice finally
caused the crowd to surrender to
her songs about freedom, love and
south-bound trains.
The crowd begged for an
encore and were awarded one last
song; "Angel frohi Montgomery,"
originally performed by John
Prine.
Kristen Casalenuovo, a junior at
Longwood said, "She just had this

stillness on stage and her voice
was so melodic. Definitely, star
quality."
When asked what she thought
about
her
performance,
Wortman said, "The Wing Shak
gig was amazing and terrible all in
one. My biggest fans came to listen, but those I didn't personally
know just continued on with
their banter."
Wortman was disheartened by
the lack of respect displayed by
some last Wednesday, but personally, as a fan, she should not be
discouraged by the desire for beer
and drunken ignorance. '
Janet Jones, another of
Wortman's die-hard fans said, "I
have been listening to Laura play
since our freshman year, I even
have a CD she recorded. But
when i heard her singing tonight
I still felt chills shoot throughout
my body, just like the first time I
heard her voice two years ago."
Wortman has played at various
other places in the Farmville area
such as the Lighthouse Cafe,
Hampden Sydney, and she even
made a late night, memorable,
appearance
at
this
past
Oktoberfest
Wortmanss's natural stage
presence coupled with her flawless voice and guitar skills to produce a folk lover's serenade.
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Dos Passos Prize Wiinner:
Maureen ihilowar

Book Review: Monster
Kriiicn Taylor
Guest Writer

Written by Walter Dean Myers in
1 999, Monster is the story of sixkin year-old Steven Harmon, a
black male in prison and on trial
for felony murder.
Three other men, although
they had different
roles in a drugstore
hold-up that left its
owner dead, were
also charged with
it,
The plot is
revealed
as
a
screenplay written
by Steven, a filmmaker in high
school. He goes
through nights in jail, what he
witnesses there, and the trial of
himself and his three accomplices.
Myers' work allows the reader
to distinguish the real Steven

from the felon through flashbacks; Steven's childhood is
touched on, as are episodes of
his life.
A question following the
audience throughout is how
someone who those events portrayed as the average young man
in Harlem allegedly
becomes
involved
with
the others
accused of participating in same crime.
I found myself
hoping for Steven's
innocence; he is
someone who possesses the flashbacks
and thoughts that I
could see myself
sit_-_.17j.cwB
'
ting next to in class. However,
the prosecution's case against
him was strong enough to prove
that he was not as innocent as
that- that he had become a monster.

Elena Lucier
Staff Writer
This year's Dos Passos Literature
Prize winner, Maureen Howard,
had a surprising confession: "My
undergraduate writing was pretty
terrible. My poetry was especially
bad."
Howard accepted her prize and
read an excerpt from her latest
novel last Wednesday night in
Wygal auditorium.
Howard, who lives in New York
City across the street from Central
Park, is the author of seven novels
including Grace Abounding,
Expensive Habits, A Lover's
Almanac, and Natural History. She

The History of the John Dos Passos Prize
Leslie Smith
Asst. Editor-in-Chief
The first John Dos Passos Prize
for literature was awarded to
Graham Greene in 1980. For
every year afterward, a new
author is honored in John Dos
Passos' name.
Three reasons are given in the
short essay, "The John Dos
Passos Prize for Literature: "he is
one of the most American of
writers, as we see in works of fiction, such as Manhattan Transfer
(1925), and his U.S.A. trilogy
(1938); he had a connection with
Virginia both through spending
his later years in the Northern
Neck and through his interest in
the political philosophy of
Thomas Jefferson; and he has
not, though many gready admire
his work, received the recognition
he deserves."
The award itself consists of a cash honorarium and a medal,
designed by Pamela
Woods, who had studied
at the Longwood Art
Department.
The Prize is administered by a committee
from the English and
Modern
Languages
Department.

March 3, 2005

The chair of the
in 2000.
committee also serves
One of the goals of
as the chair of the
the Committee is to crePrize jury.
ate a stable financial base
Dr. Martha E.
that would allow them to
Cook, Dr. Craig C.
have greater freedom in
Challender, and Dr.
picking a winner and recMichael Lund have all
ognizing them through
served as the chair at
an increased honorarione point. The jury
um. Another goal is to
makes the final decihave an proper celebrasions as to who is
tion of the 25th anniverpicked for the award, John Dos Passos sary of the Prize, somehup:/ / wt*w. iparlacus.
and is usually made up
thing to give Longwood
vhoolnetxo.uk
of the immediate past
recognition for supportrecipient and a well-known crit- ing it. For the 10th anniversary in
ic, editor, or scholar.
1990, President and Mrs. William
Past jurors included Mark F. Dorrill hosted a dinner at
Strand and Dabney Stuart I-ongwood House.
(poets), Toby Thompson (nonFor the 15th anniversary in
fiction writer), Dorothy M. 1995, President Dorrill and
Scura (literary critic and schol- William L. Frank, Dean of the
ar). The Dos Passos Prize is usu- School of Liberal Arts and
ally funded through grants from Sciences, hosted a dinner and panel
the Longwood Foundation, but discussion that included the 1994
has also been sup- Prize recipient, the late James
ported by private Welch, Elizabeth Spencer (winner
donors, by the dis- in 1991), William Hoffman (winner
cretionary fund of in 1992), and David Quentin Vest,
the President of the a former member of the
College, and by the Longwood English faculty.
English
and
Another project would include
Modern Language the publication of an anthology of
Department operat- works by Dos Passos Prize wining budget. The hon- ners. Benefits from such would
orarium, originally accrue to the University for years
$1,000, was increased to $2,000 to come.

has taught at a number of universities in the Unites States such as
Columbia, Amherst, Yale, and
Princeton.
When asked if she ever put herself in her books, Howard said,
"Oh, yes. 1 am not afraid to put
mv voice or myself in my writing."
Howard often uses the allusion
of fairytales in her work because
"they release [the reader] from a
psychological reality." She said, "1
use them as a way to free [the
reader] from the expected."
The author's work is heavily
influenced by her family. "My
mother was very bookish. I often
use art in my work, and that comes
from my daughter, who is a art
dealer, and my son-in-law, who is
an artist" said Howard.
Howard read from her novel
The Silver Screen, the third book
of four about the seasons of the
year. The first two in the series are
A Lover's Almanac and Big as Life.

In the selection, the main char
acter IsabeUe-Maher is "picked
out of a pack of girls" to become
a silent movie actress, however it
is the end of the silent movie era.
Maher later becomes Isabelle
Murphy, a mother to three children. One of her children, Joe, is
a Jesuit priest who has lost touch
with people because of his education. While he should be praying, he thinks back to the educational excursions on which his
mother took him and his siblings.
Isabelle's trips were inspired by
Melville's Moby Dick, which she
loved.
Perhaps the greatest line from
The Silver Screen that Howard
read is "There are never enough
stories." She reminds us that we
should always be inspired to read,
write, and experience art.
For more information on
Maureen Howard go
to
www.penguinputnam.com.

assos 1
Throu£

Banks-1985
JohnEdg
eman-1986
Lee Sm^i -1987
Shelby I
1988
Paule Marshall -1989
Larry Woiwode -1990
ElizabetfrSpencer -1991
William Hoffman -1992
Ernest Gains -1993
James Welch -1994
Heleife Viramontes -1995
E. Annie Proulx -1996
Maxine Hong Kingston -1997
Eric Kraft -1998
Jill McCorkle -1999
Madison Smart Bell - 20
Randall Kenan - 2001
Richard Powers - 200
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Stop Kiss Run Finishes Successfully
Bobbi Thibo
Editor-in'-Chief

This past week, the Longwood
University Theatre Department
ran their latest production. Stop
Kiss.

The plot, which centers
around the relationship between
a woman who has just moved to
New York City, Sarah (Aubrie
Therrien), and a New York traffic
reporter, Callie (Mel McConnel),
unfolded during the one hour
and forty-five minute intermission-free performance.
The women's relationship
evolves
from
practically
strangers, to friends, and then to
lovers who are violendy attacked
due to their sexual preference.
The play doesn't focus solely on a
lesbian couple, but instead it
focuses on relationships in general.
"The obvious focus is the lesbian relationship, but really the
play is about relations with people in general," Therrien
explained. "The play focuses on
how love sometimes comes out

and broke up the monotony of
of no where, and this time it just
more than 40 scene changes
happened to be between two
while diverting the audiences
women."
attention away from what was
Structurally, the play was in
going on onstage between
split time, interchanging the
scenes.
present and the past, with no
The controverintermission.
sial
theme was
This
setup
overall handled in
worked well for
a tasteful yet realthe production;
istic manner. The
it emphasized
the severity of
term "pussy-eat| ing cunt," and
Sarah's condition and the
other derogatory
^ phrases,
were
internal conflict
in Callie.
only used to
The lack of
express the level
of severity of the
an intermission
situation.
also worked surWhile
the
prisingly well.
script obviously
The entirety of
attempted to stay
the play was
focused on the Aubrie Therrien (left) as away from typical
development of Sarah and Mel McConnel stereo-types and
classifications, a
the central rela- (right) as Callie.
Fhoio bjAihky Kums couple of scenes,
tionship, and to
including
the
break for an
scene where Sarah suggests they
intermission would result in a
go to a gay bar, wasn't up to the
break for that development.
The sound track was catchy
high standards of the majority of

Author s Series: John Hoppen thaler, Poet
Leslie Smith
Asst. Editor-in-Chief

On Tuesday, March 2, John
Hoppenthaler came to campus as
a part of the 2004-2005 Author's
Series.
Dr. Craig Challender introduced Hoppenthaler as an author
who fills his works with "hands hands as receptacles, hands as
tools of desires," and poems
"drenched in images of the everyday."
A first generation American,
Hoppcnthaler's parents came
over from Germany 50 years ago.
Hoppenthaler received his MFA
in Poetry Writing from Virginia
Commonwealth University in
1988. He has 19 poems nominated for the Pushcart Prize, and he
has been the personal assistant to
Toni Morrison for the last 10
years.
Hoppenthaler's started seriously writing poems in 1980. "In high
school, 1 started writing song
lyrics for a band, and it started
there," he said. Hoppenthaler
started the night with two poems

the play.
the hardest part must have been
Based solely on appearance, the kiss, but it wasn't. The hardest
the obvious casting decision part was making the audience
would have been Therrien as the believe that they were in love and
New Yorker and McConnel as .that they had watched us'fall in
the Midwesterner, but both love on stage," Therrien said.
women overcame that physical
Overall, the production was a
classification and developed their success in delivering its message

McConnel and Therrien
scenes of the production.
characters.
As expected, there were certain
difficulties to overcome for all of
the cast and crew.
For
McConnnell and Therrien, the
development of their relationship
was challenging.
"Everybody says to me that

during

the final

n<*oiyAMtjK*M>

about human relations, despite
the difficulty of the script and the
structure.
Stage
Manager
Deanna
Martinez concluded, "Theater in
general is trial and error.
Sometimes you get a home run
and sometimes you strike out. I'd

Shannon's Watch
by John Hoppenthaler

inspired by up-state New York
folklore, "Anticipate the Coming
Resovoir" and "Cat Skills Story."
He continued with what he
called his "elegy-styled poems,"
poems that dealt with death and
history.
One of
these, "Home
Movies," is his first international
poem, as it had been translated
into Romanian for an overseas
journal. Another, "Sea Robins,"
is set on the Long Island sound,
written about five years ago. The
poem "Ice" is a winter poem
about his father's death. "Often
it's 10 years between the event
and the poem...I think it's dangerous to write too soon after an
event," he said about writing
poems about death, and other
serious matters.
His poem "A Jar of Rain"
touches on 9/11, written for a
collection of 9/11 works that his
friend was editing. The poem
"Ice Jesus" is a dramatic monologue piece, and the next was
"Dolphins at Point Pleasant
Beach," set on the New Jersey

shore.
Next were a few relationship
poems, including the tide poem
for his book, "Lives of Water,"
set on the Hudson River, near
Sleepy Hollow.
The poem "Giradelli - San
Francisco," is a self-admitted
"love poem for my best friend's
wife, Mihaela Moscaliuc." Two
poems about sex, "Another Call"
and "Sex in Public Places," made
many audience members laugh.
The poem Hoppenthaler ended
on was one he "often end(s] on,
for a friend who had had something terrible happen to her,
called The Blue Bear'." .
As the editor of Kestrel, a literary journal, Hoppenthaler said,
"I think that poetry should be just
as well-written as prose."
Jenn Dize, Senior, commented
on the reading, "It was my
favorite reading this semester."
Mel.aina Evans, Sophomore,
said, "I enjoyed the 'Sex in Public'
poem. I appreciate a poet who
can write about those sorts of
subjects."

"A child said it, and it seemed tivc,
Things that are lost are, all equal."
-Marvin Bell
It's like when yon lose your watch,
but then (lie ghost-weight
around your wrist changes to something
else. Maybe an unexpected frangrance
from childhood, or the odd
turn of a phrase heard in passing
on a total stranger's lips.
It would be too easy to say nothing
is really lost, not accurate anyway,
now that friends have began'to die.
But we have weight & memory. People
who feel familar & might be one day.
Better to buy a cheap plastic watch,
you say & I agree until that changes too,
& I swear only Uiings we can't bear
to part with are really worth losing.

Features
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Health Playing it Safe When it Comes to Sex
U-Win
It's all about empowerment - a
sexy i hong tor women with a
discreet pocket for condom
storage -- an incredibly fun and
inn >< ative idea.
(Heady, when it comes to
STDs, it's never a bad idea for
sisters to step up and take control of the situation.
After all, a recent study shows
that many men appear to find
treatment for STDs preferable
to prevention.
There's no reason for women
to limit their stash to condoms
cither. Some women just don't
realize the extent that STDs can
pass between female partners
(or even the risk of infection
from shared or unclean sex
toys).From barrier dams to finger cots, having adequate coverage on hand can go a long way
toward STD prevention.
But, the Play Safe Thong®
isn't an ideal solution. Body
heat can break down latex.

causing invisible holes that are
just big enough for semen and
other nasty stuff to slip
through unnoticed. That is,
until symptoms set in....
In this case, choosing products made from heat resistant
polyurethane may be the safest
bet. It's also a good idea to
keep extras nearby, to replace
damaged items and keep that
tiny pocket stocked!
Women may have gained a
persuasive tool for negotiating
safer sex with partners, but
what about the guys? How can
dealing with painful itching
and burning, or even lifelong
consequences, seem better
than playing it safe from the
start?
For men, the concept of
playing safe is more about staying safe. Condoms often symbolize a level of intimacy in
male circlcs.Somc men think
NOT using is a way to show
commitment and trust: A troubling brand of logic that man-

ages to put our closest connections at risk. In a study of 224
men who visited a Birmingham,
Ala., STD clinic, nearly twothirds admitted they had been
previously diagnosed with one
or more STD.
Study
participants
also
reported that their lowest levels
of confidence for condom-use
centered around convincing a
main partner that they were in a
committed relationship.
This prevalent attitude may
be contributing to the resurgence of syphilis, a disease that
health officials once had hopes
of eradicating by focusing on
members of the high-risk
African-American population.
However,
infection
rates
increased 85.2 percent among
white males in 2002 over the
previous year, with gay and
bisexual men appearing most
vulnerable.
Syphilis can remain hidden in
the body for up to 90 days, long
enough to get past new relation-

lOIfiWOOI
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ship jitters and lapse into risky
behaviors. And with syphilis on
the rise, health experts worry
that the resulting genital sores
and cankers will provide an
open door for HIV infection.
Bottom line, whether you're
kindling a new spark or fanning
an old flame, it's important to
keep the fire in control with a
good prevention strategy.
Think you're playing it safe?
Our entertaining and informative "Rubber Ready" flash rool
may offer a few surprises.
Please
log
into
MyStudentBody.com STDs to
learn more about barrier methods of protection. Visit the following URL for additional
information: http://www.mystudcntbody.com/ABOUT/find
outmore.asp
About the myStudentBody®
comprehensive college health
suite: The myStudentBody®
comprehensive college health
suite tackles the most relevant
health-related issues on college

campuses today, including alcohol, sexually transmitted diseases, and tobacco. Each component Web site has been developed and tested for efficacy and
user satisfaction by a top-notch
team of behavioral scientists,
through a series of competitive
grant awards from the National
Institutes of Health. At the core
of each site, a self-administered
risk assessment functions as a
brief intervention or screening
tool, providing tailored motivational feedback and Web site
personalization based on specific areas of risk.
Additional
resources:
Planned Parenthood: The Truth
About
Condoms
URL:
http://www.plannedparenthood.org/pp2/portal/files/por
tal/medicalinfo/birthcontrol/fa
ct-truth-condoms.xml
"Play Safe Thong" product
information:
http: / /www.playsafethong.com
© 2005 MyStudentBody.com,
Inflexxion, Inc.

...TOV'II HEVER
WAIT TO HAVE.

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND FALL '05!
* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included except for telephone service.
* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning
facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!
* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll
never want to leave.
208 Clark Street
Farmville, VA 23901
434.315.5566
www.longwood-village.com
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Are Longwood s Class Sizes Increasing Every Year?
Ricky Jennings

enrollment at Longwood up to
3,950, including about 3,700
undergraduates and 250 graduate students.
With this increase in the number of the student body, some
students have the perception of
I-ongwood losing its small classes.
Dr. Wayne McWee, interim
vice president for academic

While this years' freshman class
was the largest in Longwood's history, so is this year's graduating
The perception of I-ongwood
class.
University is one of a small uniThis balances out the current
versity with big things to offer.
increase in the student body,
The 2004-2005 LU student
which explains that the student
handbook gives this impression
body is not growing in leaps and
by explaining all the benefits
bounds.
that Longwood has including
"We will and are growing, but
internships, student programs,
we grow in a controlled manner,"
and a claim of a 19 to 1 stuMcWee said.
dent-teacher ratio.
The university has mainWe grow in a controlled
This number is at odds
tained a low student-teacher
with updated figures from manner.
ratio with about 70 percent
Associate
Director
of
of students enrolled in class-Dr. Wayne McWee
Assessment and Institutional
es with sizes of 20-29 stuResearch Sandra Bollinger.
dents and 95 percent of all
According to Bollinger's statis- affairs, explained that this is a big students having classes with less
tics, the student-teacher ratio concern, and that this percep- than 45 students per class.
was 26 to 1 in Fall 2002; 27 to 1
tion of Longwood needs to be
Some students like Jamie
in Fall 2003; and 24 to 1 in Fall maintained.
Hildrup, Psychology major, are
2004.
"The current administration concerned about a growing class
The enrollment for freshmen here at the university firmly size because "as my class increasduring the 2004-2005 academic believes in keeping the close stu- es in size, the pace at which the
year was 972 freshmen. This is a dent-teacher relationship intact," material is taught is slowed
jump compared to last fall with McWee said. "First, it is being because more people need a highthe enrollment of freshman at assumed that the overall student er degree of explanation,"
about 880.
body is growing at a rate that Hildrup said.
This increase in size of the would greatly influence this perOther students find that their
freshman class brings total ception of Longwood."
classes maintain a 25 to 1 studentStaff Writer

Spring 2005 CAMPUS RECREATION HOURS
Weight Room
Monday 12:00 pm -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Tuesday 11:00 am -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Thursday 11:00 am -1:00 pm & 6:00 pm -11:00 pm
Friday 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm -11:00 pm
Willet Pool
Monday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Tuesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Friday 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Her Gym
Monday - Thursday 5:15 pm - 7:15 pm (Aerobics)
Monday - Thursday 7:15 pm - 9:15 pm (Intramurals)
Monday - Thursday 9:15 pm -11:15 pm (Club practices)
Friday 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm (Open rec)
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm (Open rec)
Sunday 5:00 pm - 8:30 pm (Open rec)

WUlet Gym
Sunday - Thursday
8:30 pm -11:00 pm
Friday & Saturday
Closed

Longwood University
ID is required for entry
into all facilities.
Please present your ID
to the supervisor or lifeguard on duty.

teacher ratio. Most students who
were interviewed said that tbey
feel fine with current class sizes.
Junior Tabor Vess said,
"Classes are very small compared to other schools."
Another reason as to why the
current perceptions of the university will not change,
explained McWee is that there
are 192 faculty and staff members will hold at the University.
This year they are planning to
hire five new faculty members.

These new faculty member
positions are in the business
department, education department, and in arts and sciences.
The university is planning to
fill five more positions a year for
the next three years, putting the
total faculty number at 212 in
2009.
This growth in the faculty is
expected to adequately fulfill the
educational needs, of the future
size of Longwood University and
the student body.

African-A mencan
History & Heritage:
What Is NPHC?
Jiutin Wilket
Guest Writer
On May 10, 1930, at Howard
University in Washington, D.C.,
five organizations decided that
there was a need for a stronger
bond among the historically
black fraternities and sororities.
And on that day, the NPHC
was born.
NPHC, the acronym for
National Pan-Hellenic Council,
is the umbrella union of all nine
African-American based intercollegiate organizations and is
used to promote interaction
through meetings, forums, public events and other mediums in
an effort to initiate awareness
and individual interests of the
student bodies they serve.
On Longwood University's
campus the NPHC has held
annual events such as their fall
and spring step show, karaoke
night in the cafe and numerous
other socials and informational
meetings.
The overall and founding
mission of the NPHC is
"Unanimity of thought and
action as tar as possible in the
conduct of Greek letter collegiate fraternities and sororities,
and to consider problems of
mutual interest to its member
organizations."

The nine organizations that
compose the NPHC are as listed: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc.* which was founded in
1906 at Cornell University,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc.* which was founded in
1908 at Howard University,
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
which was founded in 1911 at
Indiana University, Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Inc which was
founded in 1911 at Howard
University, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.* which was
founded in 1913 at Howard
University, Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc.* which was
founded in 1914 at Howard
University, Zcta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc* which was
founded in 1920 at Howard
University, Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc.* which was
founded in 1922 at Buder
University and Iota Phi Theta
Fraternity, Inc.* which was
founded in 1963 at Morgan
State University.
Keep a look out for flyers,
posters, etc. for word on what
the NPHC organizations will be
doing next

All facts and information taken from: aww.nphchq.orgJabout.htm.
*Rcprtsents those affiliated at Longwood University.
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Longwood Safety, Police s Top Priority
Janet Jones
A&b liditor
The safety of a college campus
is usually a factor for many
high school students when
choosing a residence to live and
learn.
For many parents it is a primary factor. Why would it not
be? They are paying thousands
of dollars a year for their child
to live away from home
unharmed.
Despite effort by the college
and community, safety still
seems to be an issue that must
constantly be dealt with.
I.ongwood University is no different than any other college
campus.
While it is much smaller and
friendlier than other universi. ties, crime still manages to
creep into the lives of
Longwood students.
I ALII though there are blue
emergency
lights
located
throughout campus and police

working 24 hours a day to protect Longwood's students,
ever)' month or so we receive
an email to warn about sexual
assault, burglary or hate crimes
being committed.
One area in particular where
students and faculty have
seemed to express a feeling of
uneasiness is next to Grainger
and construction of the
Rotunda. There are no blue
emergency lights in this dimlv
lit area on the edge of campus.
With this said, how exacdy
are you going to contact help in
this area of campus if an emergency situation arises?
Walking home alone at night
is not one of the most sought
after activities a young adult
would aspire to. Longwood
provides Night Walkers to
assist students if they become
frightened, but many people do
not feel frightened or intimidated.
Luckily, on this campus,
there is not an overwhelming

ihreat of known predators or
criminals walking the streets at
night. However, that does not

'hoto provided hv Kvle French

mean that they do not exist.
If you do encounter a situation such as this, Longwood
strongly encourages individuals
to report assaults to officials.
Reporting the assault is the only
effective way for action to be
taken.
The mission found on the
I.ongwood Police website
states, "The Department of

PURE VALUE.

Public
Safety
supports
1-ongwood University's mission
of developing citizen leaders
who are prepared to make positive contributions to the common good of society."
The
Longwood
Police
department has 13 sworn law
enforcement officers. All of the
officers have completed a 22week basic law enforcement
course and must update their
training every two years.
Many of these officers hold
certifications in rape aggression
defense instruction and crime
scene forensics.
Not only are these police
officers themselves trained to
serve and protect, but they also
offer hall programs to teach
self-defense and hold open
classes to certify for rape
aggression defense
The crime statistics from
campus security from January
2004 to December 2004 for on
campus, off campus, public
property and residential arrests

are posted on the Lmgwood
Police website at www.longwood.edu/police.
An overview from the past
year on various crimes is as follows: three burglaries, two
forcible sex offenses, 68 arrests
for violation of liquor law,
eight arrests for violation of
drug law, three robberies, four
referrals for violation of liquor
law and two referrals for violation of drug law.
Not all of these offenses will
direcdy affect other lx>ngwood
students, but they may be contributing factors that influence
the behavior.
The police officers at
I.ongwood are not trying to
ruin your the lives on young
adults, but cut back on the
number of disturbing e-mails
sent out evety so often.
Whether it is rebellion, boredom, hatred or extreme sexual
deprivation, even these preventativc efforts seem to not be
enough.

Scion's "Pure Price" purchase experience
means No haggle. No hassle.

Vehicle starts well equipped. You can accessorize (or not). Simple, straightforward menu pricing.

_ _ ^^%

Price starting at
«■> — — — ^^ ^_.

$

Prire as shown

XB 14195 *16,070
Standard
features include:
160-watt Pioneer CD stereo with six speakers, including two
tweeters and Scion Sound Processing / MP3 capable and XM
satellite ready / Air conditioner / Choice of three wheel cover
designs / Anti-lock brakes / Power windows, door locks, and
outside mirrors / 5-year, 60,000-mile Powertrain warranty'

Locate your nearest Scion Dealer at Scion.com or call 1 -866-70-SCION.
i A tua Jv
tbeul
' I

■
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JUSA Inc
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•
EPA Estimate!
■
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Men's Basketball Humbled Bu #4 Wake Forest
Kyle Martin
Staff Writer

sparked the Demon Deacons to
nine unanswered points with a
The men's basketball team comthree-pointer after a pass from
peted in their final road game of senior forward Jamaal Levy
the 2004-2005 season against the behind the arc for an 18-2 score
ESPN/USA Today Coaches Poll with 14:51 left on the clock.
fourth-ranked Demon Deacons
Sophomore guard Husein
of Wake Forest last Wednesday. Pistoljevic drained I.ongwood's
The Lancers hoped to avoid second basket, by connecting
going winless on the road this
from three-point rage with a
season, but faced the daunting pass from sophomore forward
task of their third ranked oppo- Jon I-arson.
"I was kind of surprised to
. •«;#■ be open to shoot such easy
shots," Pistoljevic said.
However, Wake
Forest
unloaded 14 straight points
including a pair of dunks from
junior guard Richard Joyce and
Ellis; triples from Downev and
Paul to lead 39-5 with 6:47 to
play.
Sophomore forward Maurice
Sumter responded with the
drained jump-shot, but the
Demon Deacons' junior guard
Justin Gray drilled back-to-back
threes, and assisted a Paul
\
jumper to amass a 40-point (477) mountain for Longwood to
overcome.
Freshman forward Lamar
Barrett helped trim the deficit,
making the jumper along the
baseline with a pass from freshman guard Brandon Giles for a
Lamar Barret charges a 47-9 score.
Decon player.
rhoto By mil Paws
Over the final 2:00 minutes
of the half, the Lancers limited
nent in their first full year of Wake Forest to one basket and
Division I scheduling.
six free-throws.' Barrett and
"We didn't have good momen- Jefferson each converted threetum going into it," freshman
pointers during that span, but
guard Stanley Boateng said.
the Demon Deacons finished
Longwood came into the matchthe half with a 57-22 edge.
up after losing a close game last
"like a lot of young players,
Monday night to in-state rival
their energy goes the way the
James Madison in a last-minute game goes," head men's basketbatde 72-70.
ball coach Mike Gillian said.
In the first half. Wake Forest
Fortunately for I.ongwood, the
jumped out to a commanding 15- Lancers did not flat-line.
0 lead less than five minutes into
At halftime, Longwood's
the contest with junior forward Jefferson led the squad with 10
Chris F.llis and senior guard points and three rebounds, the
Taron Downey contributing 12 only Lancer in double-figure
points in the run.
scoring. Barrett and Sumter
After missing their first six chipped in five and four points
shots, sophomore guard Michael respectively.
As a team,
Jefferson put the Lancers on the Longwood shot 32% (8-25)
board with 15:26 remaining, nailfrom the floor and committed
ing a jumper outside of the cylin11 turnovers.
der.
Paul and Downey led Wake
Pre-season Ail-American can- Forest at the break, each scoring
didate Chris Paul, a sophomore,
10 points, with Paul snatching

W?k

lift i^_

«t*

\is

three rebounds. Ellis led all players at the break with seven
boards and as a team the Demon
Deacons snatched an impressive
32 rebounds in the opening period. Wake Forest shot 48% (1940) from the floor, committing
three turnovers.
The second half continued to
be a struggle for Longwood to
establish shooting momentum,
missing their first four shots of
the half.
Sumter tried to get the Lancers
in a rhythm by tipping in the
rebound from Barrett's missed
jumper with 18:03 to play.
Jefferson helped Longwood
cut the lead to 34 with his jumper
at the 16:54 mark, but the
I-ancers could not get closer.
The Deacons' Downey drilled
his second three of the game 12
seconds later, making it 64-27, as
Wake Forest began to pull away.
A pair of free-throws from
Williams and a I.evy lay-up put
Wake ahead, 68-29, with less than
15 minutes to play.
Pistoljevic provided a needed
basket with his second three of
the game with 13:12 left, to cut
the margin to 36.
From that point, the Deacons
scored 10 unanswered points,
capped off by senior forward
Vytas Danclius's lay-up, to jump
to a gargantuan 46-point, 80-34
landslide with 9:07 remaining in
the game.
After a pair of Jefferson freethrows, Wake Forest put the
exclamation point on the match
at the 7:10 mark with Ellis's dunk
off the pass from Downey.
Barrett connected on three
straight free-throw attempts and
Sumter nailed a lay-up with 4:33

left in regulation to
trail 80-39.
W ith the game in
hand for the Demon
Deacons, both teams
emptied their benches to provide needed
experience for their
younger players down
the stretch.
Freshman forward
Wes Hager entered
the contest and in the
final 2:47, grabbed a
rebound, made a layup, converted two
free-throws,
and
made a steal.
"It was exciting to
play Wake Forest, the
biggest team in the
ACC." Hager said.
"It was intense."
Michael Jefferson tries for a threeWake Forest held pointer with a Wake Forest defenders
on
to
defeat hand in his face.
Photo By mil Taws
Longwood 88-47 to
improve to 23-4 and dropped rebounds.
I .ongwood to 1 -29 on the season
Wake Forest's Gray earned a
with one game remaining.
team-high 13 points, shooting a
In a post-game interview. perfect 5-5 from the free-throw
Wake Forest head coach Skip line to lead five players in doubleProsser complemented the figure scoring. Williams grabbed a
effort of Gillian and his squad.
game-high 11 rebounds to go with
"When I watch Ix>ngwood his 12-point performance. The
University on tape, despite their Demon Deacons finished the
record, they competed," Prosser game shooting 45.5% (30-66).
said. "Give their coach credit for More importantly, the team
that."
grabbed a collective 53 rebounds
In the loss, Jefferson led all in the win.
scorers with a game-high 14
The I-ancers hosted Utah Valley
points and snatched five State on Wednesday in their searebounds. Sumter added a nine- son finale to earn their second vicpoint effort, while junior center tory.
Chad Kosmo recorded a teamFor the Lancers to be successhigh
seven
rebounds. ful, according to Kosmo, "We
Longwood finished the game have to play really good defense
shooting 16-58 (27.6%) and against Ronnie Price, defend and
committed a game-total 25 rebound, and take smart shots."

Longwood students made the three and a half hour drive down to Winston-Salem, North
Carolina to support their fellow students in the game against Wake Forest.
rhoto By Will Pmm
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BaseLall Record 2-1 at Home After Opening Series Against St. Joe Hawks
John Rosenatock
Staff Writer

giving up eight hits and four
runs, complemented by eight
Finally, after eleven road games strikeouts.
and the original home-opener
Mooney started things off for
with VMI cancelled due to rain, Longwood at the plate, singling
Longwood baseball hosted their in the bottom of the first. With
first games at lancer Stadium in two outs and Mooney still on
2005.
first,
sophomore
Charlie
Longwood struggled in the Yarbrough hit a shot to left field
first eleven matchups away from that cleared the fence, lifting the
their home-turf, winning just one Lancers to a 2-1 lead. Freshman
game at Hawaii-Pacific. The Nick von Gersdorff scored felLancers returned home to a warm low first-year teammate Louis
crowd in Farmville, facing off Ullrich on a fielder's choice in
against the Hawks of St. Joseph's the second inning, and the lead
University in a three-game series advanced to 3-1.
February 26 and 27.
The contest was tied-up going
"We had a rough start away into the bottom of the seventh,
from home and we took our when sophomore Tyler Childress
home opener as a new begin- doubled, scoring Yarbrough and
ning," commented senior tri-cap- sophomore Matthew Duval to
tain Brett Mooney. "It's always give Longwood the 6-4 advannice playing at home, and it's even tage. A 3-run eighth inning put
better putting one in the win col- the Lancers up by five, and they
umn in front of friends and fam- never looked back, finishing the
ily," Mooney added.
game off 9-4.
The Lancers came out with a
"It felt really good to come
decisive victor)' in game one, win- out with the win in our '05 seaning 9-4 against the Hawks. son opener," commented assisFreshmen pitcher John Farrell tant coach Rick Blanc. "We've
pitched six respectable innings, been close, the mental mistakes

had been hurting us more than
the physical ones, and it was nice
to get over that hump."
Unfortunately for the Lancers,
the second game of the doubleheader did not go as planned.
According to Blanc, the team
probably got a little over-confident and did not play as hard and
committed as they did in the first
game.
St. Joe's scored four quick runs
in the first inning, and the
momentum the Lancers may
have had from the first game was
immediately shut down. Poor
pitching and lack of offensive
productivity plagued Longwood
in game two, and the visiting
Hawks came out victorious 9-1.
Mooney was unquestionably
the player of the day for
Longwood at the plate. After
going 4-5 in game one and scoring twice, he followed it up hitting 2-3 in the second game,
totaling six hits for the day.
Commenting on the let-down in
game two, Mooney said, "I think
our defensive play in the first
inning where they scored 4 runs

was the major cause of the loss."
Ix>ngwood dominated game
three in all aspects. Sophomore
Alan Moore pitched seven solid
innings for the Lancers, allowing
just four hits and one run.
Freshman pitcher Sean Quinn
closed out the last two innings
giving up a mere one hit and
zero runs.
At the plate, Longwood
amassed seventeen hits and ten
runs, marking the first time this
season the team reached doubledigits in runs. Freshman Joe
Bott had his best performance
of the year, with three hits in
four at-bats.
"We've all been struggling a
bit getting hits in key Situations
and executing," commented
Bott, "so it was nice to have a
day where we all were able to
contribute and I think the fact
that we had 17 hits says a lot
about the intensity that we
brought to the game."
The bottom of the second
inning seemed that it would
never come to an end. A great
example of the elusive intensity

Softball Looks to Improve on Last Years 37-13 Season
Steve Reeves
Staff Water
The distinct smell of freshly cut
grass, along with the resonating
sound of the infield rake loosening the red dirt that surrounds
the bases, both indicate the
beginning of Spring, and more
importantly, the start of the 2005
longwood Softball season. I,ead
by Coach Kathy Riley, in her
eight year as head coach, the
lady lancers are confident in
their ability to compete with
what is to be a most difficult
Division I schedule. "We are
improving every time we play,"
stated senior co-captain Jen
Steele.
The Lady Lancers are coming
off a remarkable 2004 season of
37-13 in which they were classified as D-II Independents.
Losing two instrumental players
in third baseman Heather
Williams and pitcher Abby
Welch, the team was able to refocus on the present. When
asked about the difference in
terms of strengths and weaknesses from last year to this year's

team, Coach Riley said, "We
have a lot of players who are
returning, (9) which will give us
experience; however our pitching
is a bit thin, but we are getting
better."
The team shows their dedication by getting up at 4:30 in the
morning and ready to practice by
5 a.m.. Following their morning
practice, the players then hit the
batting cages in the afternoon,
and complete an evening practice, all huddled around the
mound, viewing the sunset as a
team. "I want hard-working,
good people on my team," stated
Co-captain and shortstop Megan
Cameden.
Although each player has
varying philosophies and precontest rituals (such as Junior
first baseman Megan Wilson's
listening to her "softball techno
mix,") they all agree with the
level of hard work and motivation that is a prerequisite to joining the team. "You're only as
good as your weakest player,"
stated Co-captain Jen Steele, who
also looks for teammates with a

strong work ethic.
This year's team seems to be
very goal-oriented; having set
benchmarks for each tournament they enter. Prior to the
start of the season the team got
together and were given the
responsibility by Coach Riley to
decide what they saw as feasible
goals they wanted to meet. She
reflected on her decision to
bestow upon the team, the
responsibility of setting goals
saying that it was really a team
process, not solely her own and
that creating goals was an important process for the team.
Among what they believe will be
the most trying of match ups is
their game against San Diego
State on March 18 through the
20. "It will be tough out west,"
said junior transfer, and
Michigan-native, Megan Wilson
in reference to their San Diego
State Tournament.
They face other notable competition with teams like Radford,
UVA, Liberty, and George
Washington. The Lady Lancers
will be hosting four games and

two weekend tournaments here
in Farmville,
and will be
competing
in the coveted alumni Coach Kathy Rilty
game during
spring weekend, April 16. On
March 22 and 23 the Lancers
will be hosting the Lancer
Invitational Tournament, followed by the Ixmgwood Classic
on April 9 and 10. On April 13
the Lady lancers play host to
Coppin State, liberty on April
19, Howard on April 21 and finish up at home with George
Washington on April 26.
Taking pride in the fact that
the team possesses a work ethic
second to none, along with their
understanding of what it takes
to succeed, this year's team
seeks out the perfection of
minute details which encompass the game. "You gotta do
the little things right, stated
Cameden, Everything else will
come together."

the Lancers were looking for, the
team totaled six hits and five runs
in the second. Bott led off the
inning with a double to right-center field, followed by a single
from senior Chris Balus that put
runners in the corners. A sacrifice
fly to center scored Bott, and
four more runs were to come
before the Hawks had a chance
to bat.
Longwood closed out the
game with an impressive 10-1 win
over St. Joseph's. They also came
out victorious in the series,
defeating the visitors in two of
the three games. The Lancers will
be back in action for a threegame
series
at
Radford
University, March 5 and 6.

Lancers Wrangle
Bison in Opener
Kyle Martin
Staff Writtr
To start the 2005 season, the
lacrosse team executed in dominant fashion against the Bison
of Bucknell University. "My
team is very well organized.
They executed perfecdy," head
coach Janet Grubbs said after
the 14-5 victory last Saturday.
In the first period, the
lancers trailed after the first
three minutes when Bucknell's
Emily Burman, a midfielder,
beat junior goalie Emily Wilson
for a 1 -0 lead.
Longwood,
however,
answered back on senior midfielder Sophie Dress's goal with
26:29 remaining in the half.
Twenty-eight seconds later, a
pass from Dress set up sophomore attacker Kathleen Barry
for the shot beating junior
goalie Lizzy McDaniel, giving
the Lancers the lead they never
surrendered.
Over the next three minutes,
Barry and Dress each tallied
another score, but senior
attacker Isa Cohen established
herself as an offensive leader.
"Everyone knows their part
and knows their plays. When
everyone's where they're supposed to be, it clicks so well,"
Cohen said.
Cohen connected on the first
of a game-high five goals at the
6:28 mark and assisted on senor

- See LACROSSE p. 15
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Weekly Trivia
Wkoistke
currently leads
tke Lancers in
homeruns?
Last Week's Question:
\X hich returning pitcher
for the lancers started the
most games last season?
Alan Moore (12 starts)
If you Mould like to submit a trivia question
send on e-mail to iotunda(tl lonqwood.edu
subject 'Trivia"with your question, answer
and namedf desired).

LACROSSE cont'd p. 14

,

attacker Leann Kibler's first
score of the contest with 20:10
left on the clock.
After securing a 6-1 lead,
Cohen notched three of the
lancers' six goals over the next
10:24, giving Longwood a 10-goal
lead (11-1) with 9:36 remaining.
In the remainder of the half,
Longwood utilized defense and
noteworthy saves from Wilson,
stoning freshman attacker Ashley
Flood and sophomore attacker
Katie Edge.
Kibler tallied her final goal of
the game at 23:48, but Bucknell
went on to the break with a bit of
momentum on freshman midfielder Elizabeth Whipple's only
score.
At halftime, the Lancers held
the 12-2 edge over the Bison,
committing five turnovers to
BuckneU's 10.
"Warming up, [Bucknell]
looked so big and strong, but in
the game, they did a lot of overthrows and couldn't handle the
pressure," Grubbs stated.
The second half was reminiscent of the first, with Bucknell
notching the first score in the
first minute of play on senior
midfielder Andrea Paraud's shot
assisted by a pass from behind
the net.
At the 4:48 mark, junior attacker Ali Shaffer put her mark on the
scoreboard to give the Lancers a
13-3 lead.
Cohen nailed
Longwood's final score of the
game with less than 18 minutes to
play, earning her fifth score of
the match.
Bucknell pressured late, but
saves by Wilson over the'final 10
minutes helped Longwood seal a
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Chris Balus

Shawn Slotke

Baseball (Senior, 3rd yr.)
Newport News, Virginia

Lacrosse (Senior, 3rd yr.)
Hometown: Baltimore, Maryland

Why do you play baseball?
-My brothers played when I
was younger, so my parents
signed me up when I was five
and I've been playing ever
since.
Recall your best moment
playing here.
-My freshman year, hitting .350
and starting every game was a
good achievement.
What do you like most about
Longwood?
-I like that it's small, everything's
close
together.
Everybody knows everybody.
You're not just a number on
campus.
What goals do you have?
-My goal is to graduate from
longwood University as a
physical education major and
become a coach at a high
school. Some of my athletic
goals include hitting over .300
and making less than five
errors.

Why do you play lacrosse?
-I played soccer and lacrosse in
high school, but lacrosse has been
more exciting for me and it's a
faster paced game.
Recall your best moment playing here.
-last year, beating Virginia Tech
in double-overtime sudden death.
We came from seven goals behind
to win.
What do you like most about
Longwood?
-I feel that lacrosse is being more
and more respected every year at
Longwood University.
What goals do you have?
-Just for lacrosse, I want for us to
be competitive. I just want us to
show Division I that Longwood
University can compete.
What is your favorite movie, t.v.
show, or song and why?
-My
favorite
movie
is
"Zoolander" because it reminds
me of my teammates, how funny
they are, and we watch it together.

14-5 victory over the visiting
Bison of Bucknell.
Cohen led the Lancers, and all
scorers, with five goals, with
Dress, Kibler, and Barry notching two scores apiece. Wilson
recorded six saves in the win.
"I have to admit I was nervous," Wilson said, "but I think
after I calmed down in the second half it went well."
In defeat, five players each
scored in the contest, with senior
attacker Amy Lee contributing
two assists in the effort.
The win drops Bucknell to 0-1
and improves Longwood to 1-0
on the season.
Unfortunately, the Lancers
learned they will have to compete without the play of senior
midfielder Emily Bikowski, who
scored a team-high 36 goals last
season, due to an ACL injury,
according to Grubbs.
"Everybody's got to step it up
and cover for her," Grubbs said.
The Lancers' game at Virginia
Tech scheduled for March 2 was
postponed due to inclement
weather. The Lancers host St.
Bonaventure at noon on
Saturday at Lancer Field.

What is your favorite movie, t.v.
show, or song?
-One of my favorite movies was
"The Sandlot" because it was kind
of like when I was growing up
playing sandlot baseball.
What is your favorite hobby?
-I have a daughter, Sydney, who is
one. I spend a lot of time with her.
What makes you unique?
-I have a child and I have to balance school, my team, and my family. It's unique that I'm a father
playing college sports.

What is your favorite hobby?
-I like all sports really. I'm a
huge Maryland University basketball fan. I love the Ravens.
What makes you unique?
I'm unique because I didn't
make varsity lacrosse until my
senior year in high school and I
started my sophomore year
here.
What do you want to be
remembered as?
-I guess being really hardworking and enthusiastic

Men s Tennis Results
Sports Information

MISS
HOCKEY?

Longwood University dropped a
6-1 men's tennis decision to visiting
Radford
University
Wednesday. The Lancers dropped
to 0-3 this season with the home
loss. Longwood will play again
this Friday, March 4, hosting Elon
University at 2 p.m. in Farmville.
Longwood got its lone win in singles at #2 as sophomore Rashko
Patnikov/Bankya,
Bulgaria
(Smirnenski) won 6-4, 6-0.

Richmond Riverdogs vs.
Danbury Trashers
Plus
Battle of the Bands
4 of Richmond's top bands battle it out
during the intermissions. You can win prizes as
well during the game.

Radford 6, @Longwood 1
Singles
1. Lloyd (RU) dcf. Tobias
Guennel (LU), 6-0, 6-0
2. Rashko Patnikov (LU) def.
Vasarevic (RU), 6-4,6-0
3. Johnson (RU) def. Chris
Newman (LU), 4-6, 6-2,10-2
4. Cavaco (RU) def. Mani
Barajas-Alexander (LU), 6-4,61
5. Arhammar (RU) def. Ian
Young (LU), 6-4, 6-4
6. Mergisteab (RU) def. Ross
McBee (LU), 6-2,6-2

Saturday April 2nd. Bus Leaves at 5:30.
%ji
Returns around 11.
Tickets on sale at the Recreation Area in the
Student Union Starting March 7th
from 8:30 am-4:30 pm
$7 includes ticket and bus ride.
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For more information come by the main office of the Si«dent Union, call 2103 or e-mail lankford(« long»ood*d«
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FREE HOT DOGS AND PEPSI PRODUCTS AT HOME BASEBALL GAMES!
Be sure to come out and cheer for the Lancers, while you enjoy
hot dogs and soft drinks in Lancer Stadium at no charge.
• Wednesday, March 9th vs. UNC-Chapel Hill at 1:30pm
• Saturday, March 12th vs. St. Pete's at noon
• Sunday, March 13th vs. St. Pete's at 1 lam
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Sunchase Apartments

i^ViU^<. 501 Sunchase Boulevard
S^'tJiASE Farmville, VA 23901
434-392-7440
^^ Check out our website! www.sunchase-lonawood.com
AIM Screen Name: SunchaseBuzz
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